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Short stature corn is latest chapter in seed technology
By RICHARD McDONOUGH
AFP Correspondent

On Feb. 16, Bayer held its Crop
Science Annual Research and Development Pipeline Update. During
this event, Bayer introduced its Short
Stature Corn. With this new hybrid,
the company sees the potential for
additional sales opportunities in North
America.
“Standing one-third shorter than
standard height corn hybrids, the
technology improves standability,
including better greensnap and stalk
lodging tolerance, to help reduce crop
loss from challenging environmental
conditions and extreme weather like
high winds,” according to the spokesperson at Bayer. “Short Stature Corn
allows for the more precise application
of crop protection and the optimized
use of key inputs such as nitrogen.”
The presentation at Bayer’s Crop
Science Annual Research and Development Pipeline Update indicated that
Phase 4 Commercial Trials of Short
Stature Corn are anticipated in the
United States in 2023.
That year, 150 early-adopter growers will be able to grow it in Bayer’s
groundbreakers’ trials ahead of the
commercial launch which is set for
2024.  
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Bayer’s Short Stature Corn is the latest in advanced breeding efforts aimed at addressing challenges in corn growing.
Photo courtesy Bayer
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maturity and resistance to lodging, the
hybrids have helped make large-scale
mechanization possible.”
Among businesses that developed
and continue to develop seeds through
research is Bayer.
The firm expanded its operations in
this area when it completed its acquisition of Monsanto Company in 2018.
“Intellectual property rights are
an important part of the innovation
process, especially when it comes with
large investments of time and money,
specialized research and some risk of
failure,” according to a spokesperson
at Bayer. “Patent protection provides a
time limited right and offers the ability
to recoup investments in research and
development.”
See SEED
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Scientists examine formations
of wetland plants’ air channels
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As research efforts continued,
some seeds become commercially
viable.
“When the best of them became
commercially available, some farmers were reluctant to adopt them, but
demonstration plantings and field
observations proved the worth of
the hybrids,” the USDA stated. “The
demand for hybrid seed in 1935 in
the Corn Belt exceeded production,
and the hybrid seed industry developed rapidly…Besides an increase in
production, other benefits have been
achieved by the use of hybrid seed.
Hybrids make more efficient use of
applied fertilizer. Progress has been
made in developing hybrids resistant
to some insects and diseases; the
result is a product of higher quality
and a more stable yearly production.
Because of their greater uniformity in
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NAGOYA, Japan — Wetland plants
have a high tolerance against flooding
due to the formation of lysigenous
aerenchyma, air channels that help
transfer gases to the submerged roots.
These channels also help the plant
withstand drought and nutrient deficiency.
Now, scientists from Japan investigate the underlying mechanism of aerenchyma formation to understand the
phenomenon better, opening doors to
the development of crops that are resilient against extreme weather changes.
Floods and droughts are the main

environmental disasters responsible for
most crop failures.
Aerenchyma formation can help
crops cope with these environmental
stresses.
However, it is not commonly observed in non-wetland species like
wheat and maize, which are staple food
crops in certain areas of the world. Researchers Takaki Yamauchi and Mikio
Nakazono from Nagoya University,
have surveyed literature on the topic
See CHANNELS
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Kinze unveils new 3505 high-speed planter for ’23
WILLIAMSBURG, Iowa — Dutch
Kinze Manufacturing will introduce
its new 3505 True Speed high-speed
planter for the 2023 season, providing
advanced technology and improved
productivity on smaller farms or small
fields.
“The 3505 pivot fold planter is the
newest addition to Kinze’s True Speed
high-speed planter lineup,” said Kinze
president Susanne Veatch. “It is simple to operate, high-performing and
offered with or without split 8-row
30-inch and six-row 30-inch configurations.”
With Kinze’s True Speed technology, consisting of a high-speed seed
meter and seed tube, the 3505 enables
farmers to plant at speeds up to 12
mph, doubling the amount of acres
they can cover in a typical day without
compromising singulation accuracy
or spacing.
Performance is optimized with
Kinze’s Blue Vantage display with
shared coverage data and up to four
planter-mounted cameras.
The 3505 also features Kinze’s Blue
Drive electric drive and True Depth
hydraulic down force for accurate seed
placement to maximize performance
and productivity.
Bulk-fill seed-carrying capacity of
See PLANTER
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The Kinze 3505 planter enables farmers to plant at speeds up to 12 miles per hour and can be used to plant corn, soybeans,
sweet corn, cotton, sunflowers, milo/sorghum, edible beans, sugar beets and wheat.
Photo courtesy Kinze
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Autonomous, automated equipment on area’s horizon
By RICHARD McDONOUGH
AFP Correspondent

Fully autonomous agricultural
tractors aren’t actively being used
by farmers in the Delmarva yet, but
several businesses are in the process
of continuing to add automation enhancements to farm equipment with
the goal of eventually supplying fully
autonomous vehicles for farmers.
On Aug. 30, 2016, Case IH showed
an autonomous concept vehicle at the
Farm Progress Show in Iowa.
It was a cabless row crop tractor
that was designed to operate with a
variety of field implements.
“We received comments from our
customers and others,” said Leo Bose,
Harvesting Marketing Leader at Case
IH. “Many asked if we could automate
different functions rather than just
the cab.
Since that time, we’ve created a
harvest command system and a soil
command system that help farmers in
many ways.”
Bose noted that the soil command
system allows a vehicle to till the soil
at a given depth – deeper or shallower, depending on the profile for the
specific soil.
He explained that the target depth
See EQUIPMENT
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A Case IH 7250 Combine with AFS Harvest Command Automation is used to help with the milo harvest at Holly Lane Farms in
Church Creek, Md.
Photo courtesy Lingan and Jason Spicer
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Researchers develop drug
delivery system from corn
used to target cancer cells
TOKYO — Nanoparticles, or particles whose size varies between 1
and 100 nanometers, have shown
tremendous potential in many areas
of science and technology, including
therapeutics.
However, conventional, synthetic
nanoparticles are complicated and
expensive to produce.
Extracellular vesicles, which have
emerged as an alternative option to
synthetic nanoparticles, show challenges for mass production.
Another recently emerging option
is that of plant-derived nanoparticles
(NPs), which can be easily produced
in high levels at relatively lower costs.
Like EVs, these nanoparticle-based
systems also contain bioactive molecules, including polyphenols (which
are known antioxidants) and microRNA, and they can deliver drugs to
target organs in our bodies.
Leveraging this knowledge, researchers from the Tokyo University
of Science recently developed bionanoparticles with anticancer activity,
using corn as the raw material.
“By controlling the physicochemical properties of nanoparticles, we
can control their pharmacokinetics
in the body; so, we wanted to explore
the nanoparticulation of edible plants,”

said Dr. Makiya Nishikawa of Tokyo
University of Science, Japan, who led
the research team in this endeavor.
“Maize, or corn, is produced in large
quantities worldwide in its native form
as well as in its genetically modified
forms. That is why we selected it for
our study.”
The team created a homogeneous
mixture of super sweet corn in water,
then centrifuged this corn juice at a
high speed, subsequently filtering it
through a syringe filter with a pore
size of 0.45 μm. The filtered samples
were then ultracentrifuged to obtain
NPs derived from corn. The corn-derived NPs (cNPs) were approximately
80 nm in diameter. Quite interestingly,
these cNPs also carried a tiny net negative charge of -17 mV.
The research team then set up experiments to see whether these cNPs
were being taken up by various types
of cells.
In a series of promising results,
the cNPs were taken up by multiple
types of cells, including the clinically
relevant colon26 tumor cells (cancer
cells derived from mice), RAW264.7
macrophage-like cells, and normal
See CANCER
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Sensors on planes detect crop nitrogen with accuracy
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. — Predicting
the amount of nitrogen needed by a
particular crop in a particular year is
tricky.
The first step is understanding crop
nitrogen status in real time, but it’s neither realistic nor scalable to measure
leaf nitrogen by hand throughout the
course of a season.
In a first-of-its-kind study, a University of Illinois research team put

Channels ...
Continued from Page 2

to get a concrete overview of the various factors involved in aerenchyma
formation.
“If we can genetically control
the timing and amount of lysigenous
aerenchyma formation in roots of all
agronomically important crops, such as
maize, wheat and soybean, the global
crop production loss could be dramatically reduced,” Nakazono said.
Yamauchi and Nakazono suggest
imagining the lysigenous aerenchyma
to a snorkel used to breathe underwater.
During flooding, the roots get cut
off from oxygen and other vital gases
needed for survival.
In response, the plant creates air

Seed ...

hyperspectral sensors on planes to
quickly and accurately detect nitrogen
status and photosynthetic capacity in
corn.
“Field nitrogen measurements are
very time- and labor-consuming, but
the airplane hyperspectral sensing
technique allows us to scan the fields
very fast, at a few seconds per acre.
It also provides much higher spectral
and spatial resolution than similar

studies using satellite imagery,” says
Sheng Wang, research assistant professor in the Agroecosystem Sustainability Center and the Department of
Natural Resources and Environmental
Sciences at the University of Illionoi.
Wang is lead author on the study.
“Our approach fills a gap between
field measurements and satellites and
provides a cost-effective and highly
accurate approach to crop nitrogen

management in sustainable precision
agriculture,” he adds.
The plane, fitted with a top-ofthe-line sensor capable of detecting
wavelengths in the visible and near
infrared spectrum (400-2400 nanometers), flew over an experimental
field in Illinois three times during the

pathways connecting the submerged
regions of the plant to the parts above
water.
Similar to a snorkel, these pathways
help the plant “breathe” by transporting
gases to the submerged roots. Moreover, the air channels reduce the energy
requirement for the breathing process
and can help the plant conserve energy
during extreme conditions of drought
or nutrient deficit.
The researchers found that a phytohormone called “auxin” is required for
the formation of aerenchyma during
normal root growth, and identified
two factors leading to the induction of
aerenchyma formation in response to
flooding.
The phenomenon begins when the
roots are submerged underwater in
aerobic conditions.
The restrictions to gas exchange
cause ethylene to accumulate in the

roots, which encourage the production
of respiratory burst oxidase homolog
— an enzyme responsible for reactive
oxygen species production. As it turns
out, the released ROS triggers cell
death in the tissues, forming cavities
for the passage of gases.
The RBOH can also be activated by
the presence of calcium ions that are
transported from the apoplast (water
pathways).
Certain plants have calcium-dependent protein kinases that use calcium to
add phosphates to the RBOH, stimulating it to produce ROS. This effect
occurs at later stages as the plants
gradually experience oxygen-deficient
conditions after prolonged underwater
submersion.
While aerenchyma is mostly associated with plants that have adapted to
soils with high water content, it can also
develop in upland plants under drought

and nutrient deficiency.
Low concentrations of nitrogen
and phosphorus, essential nutrients
required for plant growth, was found to
increase the ethylene sensitivity, stimulating the formation of aerenchyma.
Moreover, ethylene was also a common factor in triggering aerenchyma in
maize, offering a way to improve the
crop’s resilience.
“The increase in ethylene sensitivity could be an effective strategy to
stimulate aerenchyma formation in the
absence of restricted gas diffusion,”
said Yamauchi.
While the mechanism behind aerenchyma formation remains uncertain, suggesting the need for further
research, the findings of this study
open up the possibility of improving
crop resilience and paving the way
for better food security in the wake of
climate change.

Look for our annual
‘Legacies’ supplement
in the April 19 issue!
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“Patents provide a mechanism
for the early disclosure of scientific
findings and inventions which can be
used to further scientific advances,”
the spokesperson continued. “Strong
intellectual property protection provides the incentive to share information. This is critical to continue
to maintain and increase innovation.
It takes breeders between eight and
twelve years to develop and commercialize a new seed variety. To develop
an innovative trait that is applicable
in multiple varieties sometimes takes
even more time.”
Hybrid seed varieties are quite
extensive at Bayer.
The company spokesperson said in
2021, “Bayer highlighted eight total
advancements of new crop protection
active ingredients, new seed traits and
digital models in its annual research
and development pipeline announcement. In addition, we refreshed our
seed portfolio with about 500 new hybrid and variety deployments and our
crop protection portfolio with eight
new formulation launches and more
than 300 new registrations.”

See SENSORS
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Equipment ...
Continued from Page 4

can be automated. The harvest command system, he detailed, has 16 sensors and cameras that allow a number
of decisions to be automated.
“With these systems,” Bose said,
“operators can focus on, for example,
less cracks and brokens in the fields.
Farmers are able to manually override the automated systems if they
so choose. Farmers are able to follow
a prescription for planting, create a
prescription for planting, or manually

override the systems. Farmers are
able to make sure that the seed floor
is level for consistency by using AFS
Connect. This helps produce a better
yield. We can remove much of the
guesswork in the field by optimizing
a machine’s productivity.”
Bose stated that Case IH is using
systems like these as part of the evolution to more autonomous agricultural
equipment: “We’re trying to solve
problems faced by farmers. That’s
what drives us to produce equipment
and systems to solve their pain points.”
One of the pain points for many
farmers is the difficulty in securing
skilled labor.
“We’re striving to be the ‘coach on

the shoulders’ of the farmers,” said
Bose.
During a press conference at Consumer Electronics Show in January, John Deere revealed a fully
autonomous tractor that’s ready for
large-scale production. The machine combines Deere’s 8R tractor,
TruSet-enabled chisel plow, GPS
guidance system, and new advanced
technologies. According to the company, the autonomous tractor will be
available to farmers later this year.
The autonomous tractor has six
pairs of stereo cameras, which enables
360-degree obstacle detection and the
calculation of distance.
Images captured by the cameras

are passed through a deep neural
network that classifies each pixel in
approximately 100 milliseconds and
determines if the machine continues
to move or stops, depending on if an
obstacle is detected.
The autonomous tractor is also continuously checking its position relative
to a geofence, ensuring it is operating
where it is supposed to with sub-inch
accuracy.
AGCO is another agricultural
equipment business that is providing
automated products to help farmers be
more efficient.
“AGCO is making significant investments in the development of both
increased machine automation, which
is a critical enabler for autonomy, as
well as fully driverless machine autonomy,” according to a spokesperson
from AGCO Corporation. “Driverless
agriculture machines are emerging
in select markets for specialized applications, and we believe they will
continue to develop in large ag row
crop applications in the medium-term
future. Our development is in sync
with this future commercial demand.
Development of the required foundational elements for full autonomy,
which includes features like increased
system automation, functional safety,
and machine to machine connectivity, are well underway if not already
deployed.”
“Our vision is to be far mers’
trusted partner for industry-leading,
smart farming solutions, and we have
launched a number of smart features designed to automate difficult
tasks farmers experience today,” the
spokesperson from AGCO continued. “Farmers need these tasks and
decisions to be automated before they
can capture the full value of removing
the operator; each automated feature
is a building block to enabling fully
autonomous operation. Our brands
have been launching more automation
features via our traditional machines
as well as via our expanding retrofit markets. We have not yet fully
launched a driverless machine into
the market.”
AGCO Corporation anticipates
that its automation enhancements will
eventually lead to fully autonomous
farm equipment.
“We will continue to release more
smart automation features each year
and anticipate launching our first driverless machine in the coming years,”
said the spokesperson from AGCO.

Look for our annual
‘Crop Management’
supplement in
the May 17 issue!
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NIH3T3 cells. RAW264.7 cells are
commonly used as in vitro screens for
immunomodulators — drugs that primarily target various cancer pathways.
The results were astounding: of the
three types of cells, cNPs only significantly inhibited the growth of colon26
cells, indicating their selectivity for
carcinogenic cell lines. Moreover,
cNPs were able to successfully induce

Sensors ...
Continued from Page 5

2019 growing season. The researchers also took in-field leaf and canopy
measurements as ground-truth data
for comparison with sensor data.
The flights detected leaf and canopy nitrogen characteristics, including several related to photosynthetic
capacity and grain yield, with up to
85% accuracy.
“That’s close to ground-truth quality,” says Kaiyu Guan, co-author on the
study, founding director of the ASC,
and associate professor in NRES. “We
can even rely on the airborne hyperspectral sensors to replace groundtruth collection without sacrificing
much accuracy.
“Meanwhile, airborne sensors
allow us to cover much larger areas
at low cost.”
Remote sensing picks up energy
reflected from surfaces on the ground.
The chemical composition of leaves,
including their nitrogen and chlorophyll content, subtly changes how
much energy is reflected.
Hyperspectral sensors detect differences of just 3 to 5 nanometers

the release of tumor necrosis factor-α
(TNF-α) from RAW264.7 cells. It is
a well-documented fact that TNFα is
primarily secreted by macrophages,
natural killer cells, and lymphocytes
— three key ingredients of our highly
evolved immune system and which
help mount an anticancer response.
“The strong TNFα response was encouraging and indicated the role of
cNPs in treating various types of cancer,” explains Dr. Daisuke Sasaki, first
author of the study and an instructor
and researcher at TUS.
The research team then conducted
a reporter assay with the enzyme

“luciferase” (derived from fireflies),
which is a sensitive reporter for studying various biological responses.
This luciferase-based assay revealed that the potent combination
of cNPs and RAW264.7 cells significantly suppressed the proliferation of
colon26 cells. Finally, the research
team studied the effect of cNPs on
laboratory mice bearing subcutaneous
tumors.
Once again, the results were astonishing: injecting cNPs into colon26
tumors on a daily basis significantly
suppressed tumor growth, without
causing serious side effects, or weight

loss.
“By optimizing nanoparticle properties and by combining them with
anticancer drugs, we hope to devise
safe and efficacious drugs for various
cancers,” observes an optimistic Prof.
Nishikawa.
Summarizing these impactful
f indings, Dr. Kosuke Kusamori,
co-author and assistant professor
at TUS says, “These cNPs exhibit
excellent anti-tumor properties, are
easy to develop, and are economically
viable. Moreover, they do not exhibit
any serious adverse effects, at least in
mice so far!”

across their entire range, a sensitivity
unmatched by other remote sensing
technologies.
“Other airborne remote sensing
technologies pick up the visible spectrum and possibly near-infrared, just
four spectral bands. That’s not even
close to what we can do with this
hyperspectral sensor. It’s really powerful,” Guan says.
The researchers see a use for their
findings in the popular Maximum
Return To Nitrogen (MRTN) corn
nitrogen rate calculator.
Wang explains, “Under our approach, we can detect the nitrogen
status of the crop and make some
real-time adjustments for the agricultural stakeholders.
MRTN provides recommended
nitrogen fertilization rates based on

the economic tradeoff between soil
nitrogen fertilizer rates and end-ofseason yield. Our remote-sensing
approach can feed plant nutrient status into the MRTN system, enabling
real-time crop nitrogen management.
It can potentially shift the current recommendations based on pre-growing
season, soil-centric fertilization to
a diagnosis based on real-time plant
nutrition, improving agroecosystem
nitrogen use efficiency.”
Importantly, the research team
worked out the best mathematical algorithm to detect nitrogen reflectance
data from the hyperspectral sensor.
They expect it will be put to use as
newer technologies come on board.
“NASA is planning a new satellite
hyperspectral mission, as are other
commercial satellite companies. Our

study can potentially provide the algorithm for those missions because
we already demonstrated its accuracy
in the aircraft hyperspectral data,”
Wang says.
Guan says bringing this technology
to satellites is the end goal, enabling
a view of every field’s nitrogen status early in the growing season. The
advancement will allow farmers to
make more informed decisions about
nitrogen side-dressing.
Ultimately, of course, the goal is
to improve the environmental sustainability of nitrogen fertilizers in
agronomic systems. And Guan says
precision is the way to get there.
“Essentially, you can’t manage
what you can’t measure. That is why
we put so much effort into this technology.”

Planter ...
Continued from Page 3

50 bushels, with liquid and dry fertilizer options, enables farmers to get in
and out of the field quickly.
Also new for 2023, Kinze offers
Yetter 2940 Air Adjust Series row
cleaners on its 4905 and 4705 Blue
Drive planters.
They are factory-installed and fully
controlled with the easy-to-use Blue
Vantage display.
Using the dedicated row cleaner
display screen, farmers can easily
change row air settings and operating
depth for optimum residue control
from the tractor cab.
The parallel linkage equipped row
cleaner and coulter and row cleaner
combo are both equipped with up
and down air bags to precisely follow
ground contours and clear a path for
an ideal seedbed.
They are standard equipped with a
hydraulically driven pneumatic compressor and SharkTooth row cleaner
wheels.
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